In selecting an endpoint in clinical trial design, it is important to consider that the endpoint is both reliably measured and clinically meaningful. As such, overall survival (OS) has traditionally been considered the most clinically relevant and convincing endpoint in clinical trial design as long as it is accompanied by preservation in quality of life. However, progression-free survival (PFS) is increasingly more prominent in clinical trial design because of feasibility issues (smaller sample sizes and shorter follow-up). PFS has the advantage of taking into account not only responsive disease, but stable disease as well, an issue of particular importance in the relapsed and refractory setting in which therapies are often associated with a minimal to nil response but may still confer a survival advantage. Finally, PFS has a significant advantage in molecularly selected populations, in whom OS advantages are difficult to detect due to the effects of crossover. With an understanding of the limitations and biases that are introduced with PFS as a primary endpoint, we believe that PFS is not only a viable but also a necessary alternative to OS in assessing the efficacy of selected novel-targeted therapies in molecularly defined cancer populations. Ultimately, the selection of a clinical trial endpoint should not be based on a one-size-fits all approach; rather, it should be based on the specifics of the therapeutic strategy being tested and the population under study.
Introduction
The measurement of efficacy in oncology clinical trial design is rooted in a landmark study reported in 1976 by Moertel and Hanley (1) . Their study was conducted on the premise that "the culmination of most experimental therapeutic trials for solid tumors occurs when a [physician] places a ruler or caliper over a lump and attempts to estimate its size," and with this measurement comes the inevitable component of human error. This historical perspective underscores an issue in clinical trial design that has persisted in the interim 36 years, and that is that clinical trials seek to measure that which can be measured reliably (and do so with variable success) and do not necessarily measure that which is clinically meaningful and applicable to everyday clinical practice. Herein lie the fundamental considerations in the selection of a meaningful endpoint in the design of a clinical trial; the endpoint must be reliably measured and clinically meaningful.
Overall survival (OS) has traditionally been considered the most clinically relevant and convincing endpoint in clinical trial design, as long as it is accompanied by preservation in the quality of life (QOL). However, progression-free survival (PFS) is increasingly more prominent in clinical trial design. In a review of clinical trials assessing the efficacy of monoclonal antibody therapies to the EGF receptor (EGFR) and VEGF pathways, these targeted agents in unselected populations were associated with marginal benefits (2) . In this review, we argue that it is not only the nature of the targeted therapy being tested, but perhaps of more importance, also the disease setting in which it is being studied. The value of PFS is greatest in specific settings where the disease and the drug being tested would preclude detection of an OS benefit, as in highly effective targeted therapies in molecularly selected populations, where crossover to the new therapy is frequent after progression.
Wilkerson and Fojo conducted an analysis of randomized clinical trials in metastatic cancer (all types) and showed a numerical correlation between the magnitude of the difference in PFS with that of OS (3). Our intention in this review is not to assess the validity of PFS as a surrogate for OS but rather to assess its validity as a measure of efficacy in and of itself. The use of PFS applies to both the large randomized phase II clinical trials, in which it functions as a preliminary assessment of efficacy (the go or no-go decision) and in phase III clinical trials for validation of efficacy. Most importantly, the selection of PFS as a primary endpoint should be made only after careful consideration of the limitations in using PFS, the disease setting being studied, and the agent being tested.
Definitions
OS is defined as the time from subject randomization to the time of death from any cause and traditionally represents the most clinically relevant and convincing endpoint in clinical trial design, as long as it is accompanied by a reasonable preservation of QOL (4) . The advantage of OS as a clinical trial endpoint is clear: It represents an unequivocal endpoint that can be assessed with 100% accuracy both for its occurrence and timing, provided the number of patients with incomplete follow-up times is not substantial (right censoring; ref. Table 1 ).
On the other hand, PFS is defined as the time from randomization until objective tumor progression or death (4) . It is distinguishable from other endpoints that are commonly used in clinical trial design: Time to treatment failure (TTF) is a composite endpoint measuring time from randomization to discontinuation of treatment for any reason, including progressive disease, treatment toxicity and death; time to progression (TTP) is defined as the time from randomization until objective tumor progression and does not include death; and disease-free survival is typically used in the adjuvant setting where the disease is considered to be eradicated. Overall response rate (ORR) is defined as the proportion of patients who have a partial or complete response to therapy; it does not include stable disease and is a direct measure of drug tumoricidal activity. In contrast, disease control rate is a composite of ORR and stable disease and is useful to measure the efficacy of therapies that have tumoristatic effects rather than tumoricidal effects.
Limitations of RECIST
Response evaluation criteria in solid tumors (RECIST) forms the basis for PFS determination and defines progressive disease as at least a 20% increase in the sum of diameters of up to 5 target lesions (2 lesions/organ), taking as reference the smallest sum on study and an absolute lesion increase of at least 5 mm or the appearance of new lesions (5) . A complete response is the disappearance of all target lesions, and a partial response (PR) is defined as at least a 30% decrease in the sum of the target lesions. Stable disease is defined as fitting the criteria neither for progressive disease nor a PR.
The advantage of RECIST is first and foremost that it represents a common language of efficacy for clinical researchers across disease sites and clinical trial settings. The major disadvantage of RECIST is the reliance on human measurement. In the original study by Moertel and Hanley, 16 investigators were asked to assess the size of 12 solid spheres ranging from 1.8 to 14.5 cm covered by soft mattresses measuring 0.5 to 1.5 inches in thickness; 2 pairs of these "tumors" were identical in size (1) . When the response criteria were set as a 25% reduction in the product of the perpendicular diameters of the tumor, 20% to 25% of the objective responses were erroneous, whereas a response defined as a 50% reduction in the product of the perpendicular diameters of the tumor was associated with a 5% to 10% erroneous objective response rate. The latter were the basis for the first formal response criteria in clinical trial design established by the World Health Organization in 1981 (6) . Although the RECIST v1.1 guidelines published in 2009 represent an evolution of these radiographic criteria, they remain fundamentally rooted in a measurement that is prone to human error. The use of RECIST is limited when tumor measurements on cross-sectional imaging are difficult or uninformative, as is the case in malignant pleural mesothelioma, which grows as a pleural rind rather than as spherical lesions with measurable diameters. The modified RECIST developed in 2004 were specifically designed to address the unique growth pattern of pleural malignant mesothelioma (7) . Using these criteria, the tumor thickness is measured perpendicular to the chest wall or mediastinum and in clear relationship to anatomic landmarks to allow reproducible assessments at later timepoints. These criteria were applied to 2 clinical trials assessing the efficacy of cisplatin and gemcitabine in malignant pleural mesothelioma and predicted not only for survival but also for an increase in the forced vital capacity during treatment (7) . This is an important consideration in mesothelioma, a disease in which QOL preservation is often defined by our therapeutic ability to control dyspnea.
Traditional RECIST are of limited use in clinical trials assessing immunotherapeutic agents. Anti-CTLA4 immunotherapy with ipilimumab is associated with an unprecedented OS advantage of 10 months in patients with advanced metastatic melanoma and is also associated with 4 distinct response patterns: shrinkage in baseline lesions without new lesions; durable stable disease; a response after an initial increase in the total tumor burden; and a response in the presence of new lesions (8, 9) . Although these response patterns were all associated with favorable survival, the latter 2 response patterns represent progressive disease by traditional RECIST. As such, the immune-related response criteria were developed to more accurately reflect the true antitumor activity of immunotherapeutic agents. Using these criteria, new lesions do not necessarily define disease progression, and a determination of progressive disease necessitates a 25% increase in tumor burden by measurements taken 4 weeks apart (9) .
Finally, there is the issue of nonmeasurable disease. This includes smaller lesions with diameters less than 10 mm and lymph nodes between 10 to 15 mm, and also truly immeasurable disease by parametric parameters, such as leptomeningeal disease, ascites, pleural or pericardial effusion, inflammatory breast disease, and lymphangitic involvement of skin or lung (5) . These potential sites of disease progression might be identified by physical examination, but are not measurable by reproducible imaging techniques.
Practical Considerations in the Use of PFS as a Primary Endpoint

Limitations
Understanding the limitations of PFS is a key to its proper use as a clinical trial endpoint. The BMS-099 clinical trial, which evaluated the addition of cetuximab to platinumbased chemotherapy in the treatment of chemotherapyna€ ve advanced stage non-small cell lung cancer (NSCLC), cetuximab was associated with a PFS benefit when determined by the investigators but not when determined by an independent radiologic review committee (IRRC; ref. 10) . Interestingly, the ORR by the IRRC was statistically different, but not different when assessed by the investigators.
This discrepancy between the ORR and PFS is due to how tumor measurements are taken (in the setting of the subjectivity of RECIST) and also when these measurements are made (Fig. 1) . Assessments may be carried out "out of turn" or more frequently in one arm compared with the other, either from concerns of lack of efficacy or signs of clinical progression, so-called evaluation bias. Evaluation bias is especially prominent in trials such as BMS-099, in which the open-label trial design may have led to a lower investigator-driven threshold for radiographic imaging in the chemotherapy-alone arm. The converse of this is that patients receiving weekly infusions, as is the case with cetuximab, might be evaluated by a physician more frequently, which might trigger more frequent testing for progressive disease. In any clinical trial evaluating a novel therapy or combination of therapies, progressive disease may be reported later in the more toxic arm due to treatment delays or missed assessments from adverse events, a source of bias termed measurement bias.
Patients lost to follow-up or who drop out of a study and who typically do not have the same risk trajectory as those who experience progressive disease may introduce attrition bias. Informative censoring may also be introduced when a patient is censored because of clinical progression without meeting protocol defined progression, symptomatic deterioration, or toxicity, that is, the censoring time may be a reflection of a poor clinical outcome, thus biasing the resulting analysis (Fig. 2 ). Sridhara and colleagues in the Focus section of CCR point out that the judicious use of sensitivity analyses can provide some reassurance of the observed results and how sensitive the results are to missing data assumptions (11) .
The use of sensitivity analyses is typified by the FLEX clinical trial, which showed that the addition of cetuximab to platinum doublet chemotherapy was associated with a 1-month OS benefit, but an identical PFS (TTP or death) to that of chemotherapy alone (12) . A post hoc sensitivity analysis showed that TTF (time to discontinuation of treatment from any cause) was statistically, albeit modestly prolonged (by about 2 weeks) with the addition of cetuximab to chemotherapy. This subtle distinction was the result of more patients in the chemotherapy-alone arm having started "salvage therapy" without documented disease progression or toxicity. This gives an investigator pause; slight changes in an endpoint definition can be the difference between a non-statistically significant and a statistically significant result.
Blinded independent central review (BICR) may abrogate the issues of bias revolving around PFS and has been advocated by regulatory agencies. However, BICR is most relevant if it can happen in real time, and in reality, it takes place in a largely retrospective manner. The review of all the scans for all patients participating in a clinical trial is not only expensive and time-consuming; it also does not eliminate the bias of informative censoring (Fig. 1) . BICR may in fact exacerbate informative censoring, as the IRRC may overturn a local progression call and cause inappropriate censoring of a patient's data, thus biasing the resulting survival analysis, a scenario illustrated by Sridhara and colleagues (11) . Auditing strategies of selected cases rather than a complete case review, as described by Zhang and colleagues in this CCR Focus section, is an alternative to BICR and potentially feasible as a form of real-time review to abrogate the effects of informative censoring (13) .
Another consideration is that an analysis that uses the detection date as the date of progression introduces interval censoring and invariably results in an overestimation of PFS ( Fig. 1; ref. 14) . In a study conducted by Qi and colleagues, individual patient data from 14 North Central Cancer Treatment Group (NCCTG) clinical trials and 7 Southwest Oncology Group (SWOG) clinical trials were used to determine the date of disease progression based on 4 common methods: the reported disease progression date (M1), 1 day after the last progression-free scan (M2), the midpoint between the last progression-free scan and the date of reported disease progression (M3), or interval censoring (M4; ref. 15) . The magnitude of difference in the PFS estimates as determined by these 4 methods was large enough to alter trial conclusions in patients with advanced lung cancer; the midpoint method was the least influenced by the assessment schedule. Principally, the use of sensitivity analyses 
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An evaluation might be done out of turn, as might be the case if symptoms prompt concern for disease progression © 2013 American Association for Cancer Research Advantages PFS, first of all, has the advantage of taking into account not only responsive disease, but stable disease as well (Table 1 ; ref. 16 ). This is particularly important in the relapsed and refractory setting, where therapies are often associated with a minimal to nil response but may still confer a survival advantage, as is illustrated in the relapsed metastatic NSCLC setting. In the randomized phase III clinical trial that contributed to the U.S. Food and Drug Administration (FDA) approval of docetaxel in previously treated NSCLC, docetaxel was associated with an ORR of 6% (all PRs) and a stable disease rate of about 40%. Despite the modest response rate, this translated to a TTP prolongation of almost 4 months and an OS prolongation of 2.4 months compared with best supportive care (17) . An assessment of efficacy based on ORR alone would not have been an accurate reflection of the survival advantage associated with second-line docetaxel therapy. Second, clinical trials that use PFS require smaller sample sizes and shorter follow-up compared with studies that use OS. This has important implications with regard to the feasibility of conducting clinical trials both with accrual and the financial burden associated with a high sample size requirement.
Finally and perhaps the most important point, PFS, in contrast with OS, has the advantage of not being affected by crossover or subsequent therapies (16, (18) (19) (20) . It is critical to note that OS has the potential to be attenuated by any second-line therapy, but the degree to which it is attenuated is directly related to the population under study and the effectiveness of subsequent lines of therapy in modulating survival postprogression (SPP). This is illustrated in Fig. 3 , which represents selected phase III clinical trials in lung cancer. E4599 was a phase III clinical trial of unselected nonsquamous NSCLC treatment-na€ ve patients in whom the addition of bevacizumab to platinum-based chemotherapy was associated with about a 2-month survival prolongation in both PFS and OS (21) . Similarly, BR21 was a phase III clinical trial of unselected patients with previously treated NSCLC in whom erlotinib was associated with about a 2-month benefit in both PFS and OS (22) . In both trials, patients were limited with regard to the number of postprogression therapies; therefore the degree to which OS is attenuated is small and an OS advantage was detected with the trial interventions.
On the other hand, in molecularly selected populations for whom targeted therapies are tested, our ability to detect an OS advantage is severely attenuated by the effects of crossover. In the EURTAC clinical trial, patients with activating mutations in EGFR were treated with targeted therapy with erlotinib (23) . This was associated with a 4-month prolongation in PFS, but no benefit in OS (Fig. 3) . Seventy-seven percent of patients on the chemotherapy arms of these trials went on to receive EGFR-targeted therapy at the time of progression. Four points are (ii) not every patient in a clinical trial has the opportunity to cross over to the targeted agent (in this trial 23% patients did not cross over), as is the case with patients who have rapid progression of their disease whose performance status might preclude further therapy; and (iii) the assumption that an OS advantage will be negated in a crossover trial design requires that the SPP associated with a targeted therapy must be substantially large enough to blur the OS advantage (the effect of the targeted therapy must be similar regardless of whether it is given in the first or second line). In molecularly selected patients in whom targeted therapies are equally effective in the first or second line, the efficacy of the targeted therapy is such that an OS benefit is not only attenuated but rather obliterated by the effects of crossover. The fourth lesson from the EURTAC clinical trial is also underscored by the IPASS clinical trial, and it is that the selection of an endpoint is dependent not only on the drug or the regimen being tested but also highly dependent on the population under study. The efficacy of gefitinib is lost in the unselected IPASS intention-to-treat population and is found again in the preplanned analysis of patients with activating EGFR mutations, in which a 3-month PFS benefit was seen with gefitinib over chemotherapy ( Fig. 3; refs. 24, 25) . As with the other trials of EGFR tyrosine kinase inhibitor therapy in the EGFR-mutant population, no benefit was seen in OS; 64% of EGFR-mutant patients who received chemotherapy in the first-line setting went on to receive EGFR TKI therapy postprogression.
The selection of a population can also be based on histology, as with the Scagliotti and colleagues clinical trial, in which a pemetrexed-based platinum doublet chemotherapy regimen was associated with neither a PFS nor an OS benefit in an unselected population but was associated with a survival benefit in the subpopulation of NSCLC of nonsquamous histology ( Fig. 3; ref. 26 ). About 50% of the patients on each treatment arm went on to receive postdiscontinuation therapy, with a higher proportion of patients in the non-pemetrexed arm going on to receive pemetrexed in the second line. In this instance, OS is not attenuated by postprogression therapies for 2 reasons: The proportion of patients who went on to receive second-line therapy was not as high as in molecularly driven clinical trials, and the effectiveness of second-line pemetrexed therapy was not great enough to completely attenuate the OS advantage associated with first-line pemetrexed therapy.
In contrast, in recurrent or relapsed small-cell lung cancer, amrubicin was associated with a paltry 2-week benefit in PFS, which was associated with no benefit in OS, reflective of minimal treatment effect and an underlying disease state in which all therapies to date are associated with marginal benefit (Fig. 3; ref. 27 ). In short, the validity of PFS as a primary endpoint depends on the drug being tested and the clinical and molecular characteristics of the cancer population under study (28) . One final point is the necessity of incorporating QOL measures in the assessment of therapeutic efficacy. In the ZODIAC clinical trial that evaluated the addition of the multityrosine kinase inhibitor vandetanib to docetaxel as second-line therapy in advanced NSCLC, vandetanib was associated with a statistically significant prolongation in PFS by about a month, no improvement in OS, and a statistically significant increase in time to symptom deterioration (vandetanib, 3.5 months vs. placebo, 2.7 months; ref. 29) . In treating patients with advanced cancer, it is important to consider that a benefit in OS is only clinically meaningful if it can be achieved with a reasonable preservation in QOL. Along the same lines, in patient populations in which a therapy is not associated with an OS advantage, a clinically meaningful endpoint might include a prolongation in PFS that is associated with preservation in QOL.
An example of this can be drawn from the metastatic pancreatic cancer literature. In a study of gemcitabine in the first-line treatment of advanced pancreatic cancer, the primary efficacy measure was clinical benefit response (a composite measurement of analgesic consumption and pain intensity, Karnofsky performance status, and weight; ref. 30) . Gemcitabine was associated with a clinical benefit response rate of 24% and a 12-month survival rate of 18% compared with 5-fluorouracil, which was associated with a 5% clinical benefit response and a 2% 12-month survival rate. Gemcitabine confers a modest survival advantage, but more importantly, confers more effective alleviation of disease-related symptoms. compared with the earlier time period (4%, P < 0.001), and trials using OS as the primary endpoint were less likely to report a statistically significant result compared with trials using other time-to-event endpoints (32% vs. 70%, P < 0.001). Finally, in a review of oncology drugs approved by the FDA between 2005 and 2007, among 44 indications that received regular approval, a quarter were on the basis of PFS or TTP (32) .
Discussion
This past year, crizotinib was granted accelerated approved by the FDA for the treatment of ALK-positive NSCLC on the basis of 2 single-arm multicenter studies that enrolled 255 patients and showed an ORR ranging from 50% to 61% (33) . In a retrospective analysis of OS in patients with ALK-positive NSCLC, crizotinib therapy was associated with a dramatic improvement in OS compared with the survival of crizotinib-na€ ve ALK-positive historical control patients, suggesting that crizotinib alters the natural history of ALK-positive NSCLC (34) . This is an OS benefit that will unlikely be confirmed in the ongoing randomized phase III clinical trial being conducted outside the United States, which has a crossover design and directly compares crizotinib with platinum-based chemotherapy in the first-line setting (PROFILE 1014). Indeed, in the randomized phase III crossover clinical trial comparing crizotinib with chemotherapy in the ALK-positive NSCLC second-line setting (PROFILE 1007), crizotinib was associated with a 4.7-month prolongation in PFS (P < 0.0001) compared with chemotherapy and no benefit in OS at the time of an interim analysis (35) . Although ORR represents an extreme in the continuum of clinical trial endpoints that might be used for FDA approval, it illustrates that in the modern molecular era of cancer therapy, nontraditional endpoints can and should be used as indicators of effectiveness and regulatory endpoints.
In considering PFS as a clinical trial endpoint in large randomized phase II and phase III clinical trials, we must be mindful of the limitations with regard to the potential for bias and informative and interval censoring, the necessity of sensitivity analyses in evaluating the robustness of conclusions based on PFS, and the potential utility of BICR or selected case audits. OS historically is an endpoint most appropriate for the phase III clinical trial, and PFS was used as a screening endpoint best fitted to the phase II setting. We propose that the selection of the right drug for the right patient population makes the most sense; the selection of an endpoint should not be predicated on the phase of the trial but by the characteristics of the drug and population under study.
We are fortunate enough to be in an era of cancer therapeutics when highly effective targeted agents are successfully being developed in well-defined molecularly selected cancer populations. In these molecularly driven clinical trials, PFS is not only a valid but also a necessary measure of efficacy as it is the very effectiveness of targeted agents in these populations that prevents the detection of OS benefits.
